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The large number of completed inspections caused the research queue to 

increase. To increase research productivity, Code Enforcement has hired two 

new researchers and will be hiring four more.  
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Of the 155 open cases, 67 were opened in December 
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The number of hearings for January is projected to be low because of the 

holidays and Code Enforcement moving their offices. 

The target for initial hearings in 2014 has been decreased to 4,000. In 2014, 

there will be 96 sessions for hearings. To meet their target, Code Enforcement 

will need to hold 42 initial hearings per session. 
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Contracts for FEMA and Strategic Demolitions are still in progress. Code 

Enforcement anticipates having a new contract for FEMA demolitions 

completed by the end of the month. There have been delays on the Strategic 

Demolition contract, and Code Enforcement has not set a deadline for 

completion. 
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Code Enforcement reported that the lot maintenance contract with NORA has 

been finished as of early January. Four lots were referred to NORA for the 

NOLA For Life Day on January 11th.  
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Data for code lien writs is not yet in LAMA. Before it can be incorporated, Code 

Enforcement and the Law Department will need to work with the department of 

Information Technology and Innovation to ensure that the data quality is high 

enough to LAMA integration. 
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Positive movement was reported on the lien foreclosure pipeline, as the number 

of cases requiring City action has decreased and the number of sales has 

increased. 
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There were fewer sales in the past couple of months because of seasonal 

variation, with interest generally decreasing around the holidays. 

Code Enforcement has started strategically focusing on selling properties that 

are in place-based areas. Discussion focused on the need for the New Orleans 

Redevelopment Authority and the Office of Community Development to 

coordinate their redevelopment efforts on areas where Code Enforcement holds 

the most sales. 
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The New Orleans Redevelopment Authority reported that they anticipate fully 

finishing the NSP2 program by the end of February. 
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The Office of Community Development reported that they anticipate completing 

a new multi-unit complex through the Rental Housing Program in February or 

March. 
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